
The kids in your life will be excited about these top reading picks from our book experts. 

Babies and Toddlers

Lift and See Animals
Gorgeous color photographs 
combined with flaps to lift will 
keep toddlers coming back to this 
match-and-find book over and 
over again.
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Sherlock Holmes in the 
Hounds of Baskervilles:  
a Babylit Sounds 
Primer 
— Jennifer Adams

The tongue-in-cheek references 
to great works of literature are 
for the grown-ups, but simple 
pictures and one word pages 
make these fun for little ones, 
too.

Countablock 
— Christopher 
Franceschelli

Filled with cutouts, brightly 
colored pictures, and pages that 
can take a beating, this cheeky 
number book is so much fun for 
little hands to touch, turn, and 
explore! 

The Eyes Game
— Herve Tullet

Toddlers will love playing peek-a-
boo with this creative, whimsical 
book that peeks back!

Dino Shapes 
— Suse MacDonald

Cut-out shapes gradually form a 
picture as budding paleontologists 
turn the pages to reveal a friendly 
dinosaur.

Batman Shapes and 
Catwoman Counting 
— Benjamin Bird

Simple shapes, bright colors, 
and cartoon backgrounds make 
these books perfect for the littlest 
superhero (and supervillain) fans.

A Little Bit of Oomph 
— Barney Saltzberg

Fabulous vocabulary and delightful 
pictures help give even the most 
ordinary things a little oomph. 

Whoosh and Chug 
— Sebastien Braun

A bright and cheery book about 
friends who happen to be trains.
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Preschoolers

The Adventures 
of Beekle: The 
Unimaginary Friend 
— Dan Santat

Gorgeous colors illustrate a 
fabulous world any child would 
be delighted to imagine.

Ninja Red Riding Hood 
— Cory Rosen Schwartz

A little bit fierce, a little bit fairy 
tale, a whole lot funny, this Red 
Riding Hood can take care of 
herself.

Peanut Butter and 
Cupcake
— Terry Border

With colors that practically pop 
off the page, this book about 
finding friends will have kids 
giggling and wanting to make 
new friends of their own.

The Hueys in None the 
Number
— Oliver Jeffers

Filled with visual humor, the 
Hueys show how math can be 
both funny and fun!

Froodle
— Antoinette Portis

Everyone knows what noises 
birds make...or do they?  Kids will 
dive into helping one tradition-
bucking bird make wacky new 
sounds.

Big Bad Bubble
— Adam Rubin

This book about monsters scared of 
bubbles, + a new bottle of bubbles 
= the perfect gift combination!

Nancy Knows
— Cybele Young

Fascinating cut and folded paper 
images help kids see what Nancy  
the elephant knows. Add some 
colored paper to the gift so that  
kids can start making their own 
paper pictures! 

Gravity
— Jason Chin

Filled with sumptuous space scenes, 
this is a treat for the eyes.  So much 
to look at, so much to talk about, 
so much to keep your little scientist 
curious!
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We also recommend books by these 
authors and illustrators:

Catherine Rayner – soft, watercolor animal 
stories wonderful for growing nature lovers.

Frank Viva – bold pictures beloved by 
budding builders and young explorers. 

Emily Gravett – fun images perfect for kids 
who like a bit of smart silliness 

Susan Steggall – ideal for lovers of all kinds 
of vehicles.

Kadir Nelson – filled with colorful 
illustrations of everyday life and some amazing 
picture book biographies.


